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Hydromagnetic flow between two coaxial circular cylinders is discussed 
when the inner cylinder oscillates axially under a radial magnetic field. Exact 
solution is given for the case of a perfectly conducting fluid. Expressions for 
velocity, induced magnetic field, current density, electric field, viscous drag 
and energy transfer are derived and expressed in polar forms so as to facilitate 
the study of magnitude and phase variations. Current sheets are found to exist 
on the two boundaries. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Magnetohydrodynamic flow due to an infinite cylinder oscillating axially 
has been studied by Arora and Gupta [l]. This work is extended here to the 
flow of a perfectly conducting fluid between two coaxial circular cylinders, 
when the inner cylinder axially oscillates under a radially applied magnetic 
field. The corresponding problem of parallel planes, with one of the planes 
oscillating in its own plane, has been discussed by Arora and Gupta [2] for the 
case when the dissipative effect of viscosity is negligible in comparison to 
that of the finite conductivity. The present work forms a generalization of the 
study of oscillatory viscous flow between coaxial cylinders by Khamrui [3] 
and Arora and Gupta [4] to the case of perfectly conducting fluids. Unlike 
Khamrui [3], there is no radial-injection flow present. The problem approxi- 
mates to that of the single oscillating cylinder, when the distance separating 
the two cylinders is made infinite. 
Expressions for velocity, induced magnetic field, electric field and current 
density are obtained. Both the electric field and the current density are found 
to exist at the oscillating cylinder, whereas, on the fixed cylinder, only the 
current density has a finite value. Also, the current sheets are observed on 
the boundaries. Viscous drag experienced by the cylinders and the transfer 
of energy from the oscillating cylinder to the fluid have been calculated. 
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Consider the harmonic oscillatory motion of an incompressible, perfectly 
conducting fluid confined between two coaxial, infinitely long circular 
cylinders of radii R, and R, (R, > R,). The axis is taken along the z-direction 
of a cylindrical system (r, +, z). A radial magnetic field, k/r, is impressed across 
the fluid. The constant k determines the strength of the applied field. Let the 
axial velocity of the inner cylinder be u = u,, cos wt, which we write as 
u = us exp(iwt) in order to obtain the solution [I]. us and w are the velocity 
amplitude and the angular frequency of vibration, respectively. The outer 
cylinder is held stationary. We wish to study the resulting motion of the 
fluid. 
2. FLOW EQUATIONS 
The equations, in rationalized M.K.S. units, governing the flow of an 
incompressible, viscous and electrically conducting fluid [5] may be taken as 
div v = 0, (1) 
g+(v.B)v=-$Vp+$(curlB) xB+vV%, (2) 
aB 
- = curl(v x B) + hV2B, at 
where v is the fluid velocity, B the magnetic induction, p the permeability, 
p the matter density, v the kinematic viscosity, h (= I/~(T) the magnetic 
diffusivity, u the electrical conductivity and p the hydrostatic pressure. In 
the above equations, displacement current and free charge density have been 
neglected. 
The solution of Eqs. (2) and (3) p rovides the expressions for velocity and 
induced magnetic field. The equations to determine induced current density 
j and electric field E are 
j = l/p curl B, 
E = j/u - v x B, 
(4) 
(5) 
Eqs. (l)-(3), when expressed in cylindrical coordinates [6], allow a solution 
v, = 0, 
B, = k/r, 
Vb = 0, vu, = V(Y, t). 
(6) 
B6 = 0, B, = WY, t>, 
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for the present problem corresponding to a perfectly conducting fluid 
(X = 0), provided that 
ab k av -=--. 
at r ar (9) 
Equation (7) gives the pressure distribution in the radial direction, once 
the induced magnetic field, b, is obtained from Eqs. (8) and (9). Elimination 
of b or v from Eqs. (8) and (9) leads to 
3. SOLUTION AND BASIC RESULTS 
The general solution of differential equation (10) for the velocity field has 
been given by Arora and Gupta [l] as 
where 
v(r, t) = &“[CJ&‘) + CzKo(r’)] (11) 
Y' = (c.o/vy2 (Ml?,2 + ir2y2, M = (k2/ppwvRR,2). (12) 
I, and K, are nth order modified Bessel functions of first and second kinds, 
respectively; C, and C, being two arbitrary constants. M is a dimensionless 
parameter, characteristic of the flow. 
Inserting this value of v in Eq. (9) and integrating the resulting equation 
with respect to time, we obtain 
b(r, t) = -$ eiwt[Clll(r’) - C,K,(r’)] (13) 
for the induced magnetic field. Here, we have taken the constant of integration 
to be zero, since a constant, independent of time, shall render b aperiodic. 
Moreover, with the substitution of Eqs. (11) and (13), Eq. (8) is identically 
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satisfied. Using Eqs. (4) and (13) we get for the induced current density 
i (0, i, O), 
j(Y, t) = $ f 
iOJky 
(14) 
z--e 
pv2r ‘3 
~“t{Cl[Y’Io(Y’) - 21&‘)] + C2[Y’Ko(Y’) + 2K,(Y’)]}. 
From Eqs. (5) and (ll), the induced electric field E(0, E, 0), for the case 
h = 0. can be written as 
E(Y, t) = - (K/Y) v = - (K/Y) eiwt[Cllo(r’) + C2Ko(r’)]. (15) 
In order to evaluate C, and C, , we subject the velocity expression (11) 
to the following boundary conditions: 
V(Y = R,) = u. exp iwt, V(Y = R,) = 0, (16) 
i.e., in contact with the oscillating cylinder, the fluid velocity is same as that 
of the cylinder and as we move towards the outer cylinder, the velocity 
approaches zero. Writing 
y’ = [eis (17) 
with 
5 = (co/v)~/~ (M2R14 + r”)l/4, 
the constants are found to be 
6 = 4 tan-l(r2/MRr2), (18) 
where 
Cl = uOAKO([2edS2), C, = - uoAIo(~2eiB2), (19) 
A = l/[Ko(~2e”8z) lo(&eisl) - Io([2e@2) Ko(&eiB1)]. (20) 
5, , & and c2 , p2 are the values of 5, /I at the inner and outer cylinders, 
respectively. Equations (11) and (13)-( 15) now reduce to 
v(r, t) = uoAeiwt[Ko([2eiSe) Io([eiB) - I,( (,eia2) K,( t;e”‘)] , (21) 
b(r, t) = u. +$. eicot+) K [ o(52ei62) ~&eis) + IoCt;d”9 K(lP)l, (22) 
iwkAr 
icy* t, = - uO pv3c3 - ei(w"-38'{Ko([2eiBa) [[eiBIo([ei6) - 211((eis)] 
- 10(C2eie9 [Sei6Ko(Seie) + 2Kl({ei8)]}, (23) 
E(Y, t) = - u. $f- eiot [Ko(52eisa) lo(leiB) - Io(S2eis2) Ko({edB)]. (24) 
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To express Eqs. (21)-(24) in a simple form, we write 
ln(xeiY) = Pn(x, y) ei’“(zslJ), 
Kn(xei”) = l&(x, y) eiofl(z’y), 
where 
(25) 
(26) 
Pn(% Y) = [Un2(x, Y) + Vn2(? YW2, 4x, Y> = tan-l v&, Y)/U&, Y>, 
(27) 
&(x, Y) = [&2(x, Y) + Fn2(x, Y)l”“, f4@, Y) = tan-l F&, y)l-K(x, Y), 
(28) 
vn(xy y, = mgo m!(n + m)! 
sin@ + 2m)y, 
(29) 
(30) 
E&, y) = (- l)"+l (Y - log 2 + 1% 4 Un(x, Y> + (- 1)” Y ~,(x, Y> 
+~Y-1)“1 m, (,) 
(n-m-l)! 2 n--2+?? 
cos(n - 2m)y 
Vl=O 
(31) 
+ (- 1)” m 
2 z. vzy~:)! 
x 1+;+..-+;+1+;+...+ 
( &) co+ + 2m)y. 
F&, y) = (- l)*+l (y - Iog 2 + log x) V&, y) + (- lln+l Y U?z(G Y) 
+ + %f’(- 1)1?Z+l (’ -,“,- ‘)I ($)n-2msin(fl -2m)y 
V%=O 
+ (- 1)” m 
2 Lo ?n~~:l~:)! 
(32) 
X 1 +++-..+k+l +++..++&)sin(n+2m)y. ( 
Here, n is the order of various functions, y the Euler’s constant and X, y are 
the general variables. We, further, write 
[Ko([2eis2) In(xeiY) - (- 1)” 1To(12eiBa) K,(xeiY)] 
= -%A Y) 9WWj Y) + 4~ 39-t eo(C2 , BJlh (33) 
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where the functions X,(x, y) and Dn(x, y) are obtained from the following 
set of equations: 
Ro(52 > B2> ~?l(X> Y  - (- 1)” Po(52 3 82) W% Y) cos Q&Y Y> 
= x7@, y) cos &(% y); 
(- 1)” po(5, , P2> %(x9 Y> sin Q&, 39 = Xix, 39 sin Q&G Y). (34) 
In Eq. (34) QZn(x, y) is given by 
Now, using the polar form (33), Eqs. (21-24) become 
X0(5, B) 
v(rs t, = u” X0(& ,pl) 
x exp{i[wt + Do(L B) + mo(L B) - Do(51 > Pi) - ao(51, Pm, 
(36) 
b(r, t)= uoR,(ppM)l/2 (iwR,4 + t-4)--1/4 XlG t9 X0(51 > a> 
x exp{i[wt + WY B) + %(5, B) - Do(L 3 81) - ao(51 , BI) - m, 
j(r, t) = u~(~M/~)~/~ rR,(M2R,4 + r4)-3/4 x”;;” f ) 
0 13 1 
x exp i 
1I 
wt + Q(5, B) + 45 P> - Doti1 , A> 
- ao(51 7 Bl) - w7 B) - 315 - q] 1, 
(37) 
(38) 
RI x0(5, B) E(r, t) = Uo(ppWVM)112 - 
r X0(51 f A> 
x exp{W + Do& B) + aoK, B) - Do(C1 y A> - aoK p A) - 43, 
(39) 
where G’([, 8) and ?(I& /3) are determined by 
The real parts of Eqs. (36)-(39) re p resent the distribution of velocity, induced 
magnetic field, current density and electric field, respectively. 
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From Eqs. (33), (34) and (40) we observe that 
In virtue of these values of various functions at the two boundaries, we shall 
have, from Eqs. (38) and (39), f o 11 owing values of current density and electric 
field at the surface of the cylinders: 
j(R, ) t) = uo(pM/p)l/2 -$ (M2 + 1)-S/4 ;;‘5: ; B8:‘, 
x cos [ at + Wl > 61) + 451 7 81) - DOG 3 81) (42) 
- ao(51 ,A) - 5'(51 >A) - 3/31 - f] 9 
x ~0s [ut - eo(t2 , B2) - Do(Sl , A> - ao(L ,A) - W2 - $1 , 
E(R, , t) = 240 f cos(wt - 7r), 
(43) 
(49 
1 
E(R,,t) = 0. (45) 
Hence, at the inner cylinder both the electric field and the current density 
have nonzero values; whereas, at the outer stationary cylinder the electric 
field is zero and the current density is finite. From Eq. (44), we find that the 
surface electric field is directly proportional to the value of applied magnetic 
field at the oscillating cylinder. Comparing Eqs. (36) and (39), we see that a 
constant phase difference ‘TT exists everywhere between the velocity and the 
induced electric field. 
Equation (37) reveals that the induced magnetic field has finite values at 
r = R, and Y = R, and so there appear current sheets at both the boundaries, 
irrespective of the nature of the cylinders. Their densities, j,(O, j, , 0), per 
unit distance, measured tangentially normal to the current [7], are given by 
j,(R, , t) = - + b(R, , t) = ZL~(~M/~)~/~ (AI2 + 1)-lj4 :lt’ ‘;; 
0 19 1 
x cosCwt + Wl > Bl) + 41 9 Pl) - DOG > 81) 
(46) 
- %(LBl) - Al, 
,(R,,t) = - +b(R,, t) = u~$(~~~(;,~~~-~'~ 
x cos[wt - @OK, 7 82) - DOG > I%> - a,(51 3 81) - 3321. 
(47) 
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4. VISCOUS DRAG AND ENERGY TRANSFER 
With the help of Eqs. (21) and (33), the tangential viscous stress [8] at any 
fluid level Y can be written as 
Uzr(Y, t) = pv g = uop(wv)l~2 Y(M2R,* + Y4)-1/4 x~;j;;$!) 
[ 
(48) 
x CJJS wt + WA 4 + 45,P) - DOG1 9 A> - 451 3 Bl) 
-8++]. 
Thus, the viscous drag on the oscillating cylinder is 
U,,(Rl ) t) = uop(wv)1/2 (aI2 + 1)-l/4 Xl(L 3 A) 
X0(51 Y a, 
x cos L wt + &(51 f 81) + 41 3 81) - Do& 9 A) (49) 
- a,(%1 9 81) - 81 + t] , 
while that on the fixed cylinder is 
1 - 
~z@2 3 0 = %P~2W2R,4 + Jw1'2 xo().,gl) 
x cos 
[ 
fat - e2G.2 > B2) - DOG ,A> - ao(519 Bl> (50) 
- 2/3, - F] . 
The net energy transfer from the oscillating cylinder to the fluid is P = 
- (a,,ZI) (R,t) = + uo2p(wlp (n/r2 + 1)--1/d 2:; ’ ;; 
0 19 1 
5. GENERAL REMARKS 
The results of this problem reduce to those of the case of a single 
cylinder [l], when the radius of the outer cylinder is made infinite (R, -+ co). 
Under the limit k = 0, we arrive at the corresponding results for the viscous 
hydrodynamic flow [4]. 
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